






The simulations in Figs. 6 and 7 show how the sole enhance-
ment of the equilibrium for this intramolecular transition,
without any other change in ligand-dependent parameters, can
generate a pattern of constitutive activation that reproduces all
of the phenomenology described in this article. Identical results
with minor adjustments in parameter values can be generated
using all three versions of the model discussed under “Appen-
dix” (data not shown).
To challenge themodel, an experiment was first predicted in

silico. If, on adding a suitable concentration of GDP to the
highly constitutive active subtype, we equalized the levels of
spontaneous coupling in the two receptors, the correspondence
of ligand-intrinsic activities should be lost (Fig. 7a). We exe-
cuted the same experiment in real membranes using a subset of
ligands with similar intrinsic activities (Fig. 7b). Simultaneous
fitting of the concentration-response curves obtained in parallel
MOPandDOPmembraneassays confirmed that the ligands share
indistinguishable IAvalues in the receptors; but this symmetrywas
disrupted upon the addition of 200 nM GDP to DOP, which low-
ered its constitutive activity to a level closer to that of MOP (Fig.
7b). Consequently, the linear relationshipbetween ligand IA in the
two receptors is converted to a hyperbolic relationship (Fig. 7c).

DISCUSSION

In this study we have compared the activity of a congeneric
series of ligands for wild-type DOP andMOP receptors using a

BRET-basedmeasurement of receptor-G protein interaction in
membranes. As with GTP�S binding, this assay provides a sig-
nal that is directly related to receptor-G protein association but
brings two additional advantages. The ability to assess both
receptor-G protein association and the apparent affinity of
nucleotides, and the capacity to measure receptor-G protein
coupling of both ligand-bound and unbound receptor. With
tagged proteins expressed at similar levels, BRET allows the
comparison of constitutive and ligand-induced activities across
different receptors on the same scale.
We have reported here several new findings on the consti-

tutive activation and inverse agonism of the DOP receptor.
First, we found a major difference in the extent of constitu-
tive activation between the DOP and MOP receptors. Spon-
taneous G protein coupling is 4–5 times greater in the DOP
than in theMOP receptor. Indeed, the wild-type DOP recep-
tor appears as a natural, constitutively active mutant of the
MOP receptor.
Second, we identified 16 ligand structures that act as DOP

inverse agonists and display a remarkable variation in the
extent of apparent negative efficacy. This effect is mediated
by occupation of the same binding site of enkephalins and
other opioid ligands, as indicated by competition with a pure
antagonist. Thus, inverse agonism is a frequent event in
ligands based on the Dmt-Tic scaffold, making this pharma-

FIGURE 6. Results of simulations made according to the allosteric model illustrated in Fig. 8 and under “Appendix.” Two systems with high and low levels
of spontaneous activity (called DOP and MOP, respectively) were simulated. FRC is the sum of constitutive and ligand-bound coupled species ([RG] �
[HRG])/[Rtotal]). The two systems differ only in the coupling factor, � (� � 280 in DOP and 5 in MOP). All other parameter values are equal in DOP and MOP: Rtotal �
Gtotal � 10�10; M � 109; K � 10�5; L � 108; J � 0.05; � � 10�4; � � 10�3; ligand efficacy (�) varies from 0.1 to 14000. a, simulated curves for GDP inhibition of
FRC induced by the ligands in DOP and MOP. Thick lines indicate no ligand (compare with Fig. 4, a and b). b, from such curves we calculated the normalized
inhibition of constitutive coupling in DOP and MOP (compare IC50 shifts with those in Fig. 4c). c, the simulated relationship between GDP pKi and ligand intrinsic
activities together with the ligand-GDP coupling ��G values (inset) in DOP and MOP. The solid curves are simulated data superimposed on the experimental
data (gray dot) replotted from Fig. 4, d and e.
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cophore the ideal structural template for investigations of
negative efficacy. No ligand exhibited inverse agonism at
receptor-arrestin interaction, suggesting that the difference
in constitutive activation between MOP and DOP is
restricted to receptor-G protein interactions.
Third, we identified twomain structural modifications of the

Dmt-Tic scaffold that are correlated with the occurrence of
inverse agonism in the ligands. These modifications engage
opposite ends of themolecule and involve groupswith opposite
charge. The position of the anionic carboxylate at the C termi-
nus and the dimethylation of the N-terminal cationic amine
conferred the strongest level of inverse agonism observed for
Dmt-Tic ligands in this work. This suggests that electrostatic
interactions in the receptor binding pocket play a major role
in determining inverse agonism. Perhaps the relatively con-
strained structure of the Dmt-Tic template optimizes the
orientation of charged groups, which likely interact with
polar residues on different domains of the receptor’s trans-

membrane bundle. Analysis of Dmt-Tic-bound receptor
crystals should provide valuable information on the nature
of such structural requirements.
However, the most important finding in this study is a sur-

prising new feature of receptor constitutive activation. Ligands
that move the level of receptor-G protein coupling into oppo-
site directions from the ligand-free receptor base line of DOP
andMOP (thus apparently showing opposite efficacy in the two
receptors) generate the same level of G protein coupling in both
systems, thus exhibiting identical IA in the two receptors.
Therefore, inverse agonists in the highly constitutively coupled
DOP receptor appear as agonists for the slightly constitutively
coupled MOP receptor.
One possible explanation is that the correspondence of

intrinsic activity in the two receptors is fortuitous. Despite the
remarkable similarity shown in atomic resolution structures
(30, 31), MOP and DOP receptors are different proteins. Thus,
ligands can have opposite efficacy in the two receptors, and yet

FIGURE 7. GDP breaks the correspondence of ligand intrinsic activity between DOP and MOP receptors. a, results of simulations made according to the
models presented in Fig. 8. Simulated FRC and parameter values are like those in Fig. 6. An increase of � (as shown) is used to generate enhanced basal coupling
in DOP (the x axes of the second and third panels are ordered in opposite directions to facilitate Emax comparison across the panels). The third panel shows DOP
as does the first panel but simulated in the presence of ligand N at a concentration sufficient to lower basal coupling to the same level as MOP. Note the break
in Emax symmetry. b, curves obtained in DOP and MOP receptor membranes for the indicated ligands (without GDP) were globally fitted (first two panels).
Sharing the same Emax for each ligand in DOP and MOP did not change significantly (p � 0.23) the goodness of fit according to the extra sum of square principle
(29) The third panel shows the same ligands assayed in DOP with 200 nM GDP (which lowers the basal activity of DOP close to that of MOP). The shaded areas
show basal couplings; concentration axes are ordered as in a. The experiments were repeated twice with identical results. c, observed and predicted Emax values
in DOP and MOP with or without GDP, as indicated. The predicted and observed values are taken from a and b, respectively. Note the quantitative agreement
between experimental observations and predictions.
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by chance, some might converge to similar levels of “absolute”
coupling.
Several indications make this explanation inconsistent with

experimental evidence. One is probability. Nearly half of the
ligands showed statistically indistinguishable IA values atMOP
and DOP, and the global correlation among all values was
highly significant. Thus, the odds in favor of a randomly gener-
ated equivalence of intrinsic activities are extremely low. In
addition, two mechanistic arguments point to the same con-
clusion: the identical loss of IA that N-alkylation of the
ligands causes in the two receptors and the overlapping rela-
tionships between changes in GDP affinity and ligands
effects. Both arguments support the notion that ligand effi-
cacy and IA are strictly related. Thus, Dmt-Tic analogues
have identical or very similar efficacies at DOP and MOP
receptors, despite the divergent direction in which G protein
association is changed from the level of spontaneous cou-
pling in each receptor.
Our data seem to suggest that ligand-induced and constitu-

tive receptor activation result from different mechanisms.
However, there is quantitative agreement between the effects of
empty and ligand-bound receptors on GDP affinity. One clue
comes from the study of the ligand/GDP free energy coupling
values in the two receptors (Fig. 4e). This analysis shows that
ligands with equal IA in MOP and DOP display an equal dimi-
nution of allosteric effect in the constitutively active DOP.
Measured as free energy units, this constant loss is identical to
the shift of GDP affinity that the two receptors show in the
unbound state. This suggests that the mechanism causing con-
stitutive activation in the DOP receptor can also collectively
reduce the allosteric effects of all ligands, regardless of their
molecular efficacy. Put simply, constitutive activation can cut a
common energy cost that all ligands paywhendriving receptors
to the G protein-associated form.
Based on the above analysis, we developed a new extension of

the TCM model (see under “Appendix”), which is capable of
explaining the phenomenology reported in this study. Two
interesting mechanistic implications can be drawn from this
modeling analysis.
The first is the nature of linkage between ligand-dependent

and independent activation. Unlike the concerted shift toward
a common allosteric conformation of previous models, this
alternative view predicts that all ligands exert negative cooper-
ativity against the process of constitutive activation. Therefore,
no ligand-bound state of the system can be energetically equiv-
alent to the ligand-free state. This agrees with a recent single
molecule force spectroscopy study of �2-adrenoceptors bound
to ligands of differing efficacies in which it is shown that no
ligand-bound receptor form can exactly match the energetic,
kinetic, and mechanical pattern of the empty receptor (32).
The second is the dual allosteric process underlying molecu-

lar efficacy. There is a ligand-specific cooperative effect that
stabilizes the receptor-transducer complex (�) but also a shared
anticooperative “binding effect” (�) that every ligand exerts in
raising the free energy barrier for spontaneous coupling. This
adds to and may cancel the free energy change of the first.
Therefore, a ligand with unchanged ability to stabilize the
receptor-transducer complex can show agonism in a slightly

intrinsically coupled receptor but inverse agonism when a
reduction of the energy barrier generates constitutive cou-
pling. It follows that the direction in which ligands steer
basal receptor activity is not a reliable indicator of molecular
efficacy.
We do not know how prevalent the mechanism of inverse

agonism observed here might be among GPCRs. Of the two
additional types of inverse agonists that we tested (Table 1), the
naltrexone derivative BNTX displayed close IA values in the
two receptors, with the blend of DOP inverse agonism and
MOP partial agonism that is typical of Dmt-Tic peptides. But
the pentapeptide ICI-174864, even if the Emax value at MOP
was not measurable, clearly showed a different trend, suggest-
ing a true reversal of molecular efficacy in the two receptors.
Thus, it is possible that the phenomenon described in this arti-
cle depends on the particular way in which certain structural
classes of ligands interact with the binding pocket. Obviously,
further studies on additional congeneric series of ligands in sev-
eral GPCRs will be required. However, the anticooperativity
that opposes ligand-induced to spontaneous coupling, which
the behavior of Dmt-Tic ligands unveils, likely depicts a general
feature of GPCRs and may bring more insight into the func-
tional chemistry of these molecules.

APPENDIX

Agonismand Inverse Agonism in the TernaryComplexModel—
The TCM depicts the interactions among ligand (H), receptor
(R), and G protein (G) (Fig. 8) with three independent parame-
ters: two affinity constants, K� andM�, govern the formation of
theHR and RG complexes in the absence of G or H, whereas an
allosteric constant, ��, describes the thermodynamic coupling
between H and G binding to R (the prime symbol stands for
effective constants as will be explained later). For each recep-
tor-G protein system, �� encapsulates the molecular efficacy of
ligands, and M� controls constitutive coupling. Consider two
receptors (R1 and R2) that differ in affinity for a common G
protein (i.e. M�1 	 M�2) and interact with a set of ligands having
equal molecular efficacies in the two receptors (i.e. ��i1 � ��i2).
Ligand-intrinsic activities (i.e. the asymptotic level of ligand-
induced coupling, Ymax), is given as

Yij
max � lim

�Hi3 �

��RjG � �HiRjG�

�
1

2�Rtj � Gt �
1

�ij�Mj�
	 ��Rtj � Gt �

1

�ij�Mj�
�2

	 4RtjGt� (Eq. 1)

where i and j label different ligands and receptors, respectively,
and t is total reactant concentration.

As shown in Fig. 5a, given thatM�DOP 	M�MOP, RtDOP
� RtMOP

,
Gt � constant, and ��iDOP � ��iMOP, Equation 1 predicts that
ligand IA cannot be equal at the two receptors, nor can the
increase inM� generate an apparent reversion from positive to
inverse agonism. Thus, the TCM cannot explain the pattern
of inverse agonism in Dmt-Tic ligands, unless we postulate
that a peculiar change in the �� value of each ligand can
generate by chance a linear IA relation between the two
receptors. Yet Equation 1 also defines which condition is
required to observe equal IA (Yi1

max � Yi2
max) with unequal
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constitutive coupling (M�1 � M�2), i.e. ��i1M�1 � ��i2M�2. Writ-
ten in log form this yields.

log��i1�� � log��i2�� � log�M2�

M1�
� (Eq. 2)

This means that equal maximal responses in the two receptors
(YiDOP

max � YiMOP
max ) are possible if the allosteric coupling free

energy of the ligands (i.e. log��ij) in the highly constitutive active
receptor is diminished by a constant amount, which is equal to
the free energy difference (i.e. log[M�2/M�1]) for the formation of
the RG complex by the two empty receptors (Fig. 5, b and c).
This analysis implies a thermodynamic linkage between RG affin-
ity (M�) and ligand efficacy (��), so that a change in the first can
uniformly change the second. Such a covariance ofM� and�� can-
not be defined within themacroscopic framework of the TCM.
MinimalModels That Link Apparent Ligand Efficacy to Con-

stitutive Activity—The three parameters of the TCM must be
considered apparent or “effective” constants. Although bothK�
and M� include an intra- and intermolecular free energy com-
ponent, they are defined as pure bimolecular associations
because the intramolecular contribution is not experimentally
measurable (33). Also, the ligand-induced perturbation �� can
only be appraised as “additive” free energy of the bimolecular
interactions. In this sense the three parameters are indepen-
dent. If, however, we find covariance between �� andM� (as we
do here), it means that the intramolecular perturbation under-

lying RG binding does not simply add to but also interacts with
ligand-induced perturbations. In previous work (15) a different
covariance between �� and K� was made explicit in the model,
assuming an allosteric switch of the receptor between func-
tional states, because the experimental readout in those studies
was the signaling activity of receptor mutants.
In this study we measured the assembly of R-G��� com-

plexes in the absence or presence of ligands or nucleotide.
Moreover, the linkage between �� andM� shows up as an equal
energy cost that affects all ligand-induced perturbations
regardless of their identity. Thus, to make explicit this intrinsic
link we postulated an intramolecular change between two dif-
ferent energy states (S1 and S2) controlled by a first-order con-
stant, J. Because this transition can occur with equal probability
inR,G, orRG, we analyzed in parallel all three possible versions
of the model, and named them accordingly: ACM (allosteric
complex model), ARM (allosteric receptor model), and AGM
(allosteric G protein model) (Fig. 8).
The interaction among the two protein species (R and G),

each binding a distinct ligand (peptide H and nucleotide N),
leads to the formation of the coupled forms with and without
ligands (i.e. the BRET-emitting species) and depends on the
J-driven state transition (S17 S2) and its cooperative linkage to
the binding events. Although all three models describe quite
complex reaction schemes, we used two simplifications to
analyze how the parameter configurations predict the BRET

FIGURE 8. The three allosteric model versions that can equivalently explain the joint variation between RG affinity and efficacy. The original TCM, which
such models extend, is shown in the leftmost column. First row, standard reaction schemes are shown by omitting ligand N and related pathways to simplify the
drawings. Second row, schematic representation of thermodynamic couplings and allosteric equilibria (35). Receptor (R) and G protein (G) are shown as shaded
boxes, binding sites as circles, binding associations as dotted lines, and thermodynamic linkages as solid lines. The allosteric transition between the two energy
states S1 and S2 (superscripts in first row and boxed equilibria in second row) is differently located in the three versions: R-G interface (in ACM), R (in ARM), or G (in
AGM). In all versions the allosteric equilibrium constant J is defined as the ratio [S2]/[S1].
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response. First, all parameters in the three versions can be
reduced by exact functions to the effective parameters, ��
and M�, of a “macroscopic” TCM equivalent scheme; thus,
we could use this approach to define analytically which vari-
ations in model parameters would lead to a joint variation of
�� andM�. Second, in line with the course of the experiments
presented here (conducted in the absence and presence of
GDP) we analyzed model behavior first in the absence and
next in the presence of ligand N, which greatly simplified the
task.
Parameter Space in the Absence of GDP—In all three model

versions (Fig. 8), the coupling constants � and � indicate the
cooperativity between the state transition (S1 7 S2) and the
binding interactionsH7 R and R7G, respectively, whereas �
(which gauges ligand efficacy in all versions) is the direct cou-
pling between those binding events. In the absence of N (reac-
tion schemes in Fig. 8), the relationship betweenmodel param-
eters and the effective parameters of the equivalent TCM are as
follows.

�ACM� M� � M�1 � J� �� � �
1 � �J

1 � J
(Eq. 3)

�ARM� M� � M
�1 � �J�

1 � J
�� � �

�1 � ��J��1 � J�

�1 � �J��1 � �J�
(Eq. 4)

�AGM� M� � M
�1 � �J�

1 � J
�� � �

�1 � ��J�

�1 � �J�
(Eq. 5)

As shown above in Equation 2, the condition to maintain equal
ligand IA across receptors is: ��i1M�1/��i2M�2. Using Equations
3–5, this constraint can be rewritten in terms of the parameters
in the three model versions as

�ACM�
�i1

�i2

M1

M2

�1 � �i1J1�

�1 � �i2J2�
� 1 (Eq. 6)

�ARM�
�i1

�i2

M1

M2

�1 � �i1�1J1��1 � �i2J2�

�1 � �i2�2J2��1 � �i1J1�
� 1 (Eq. 7)

�AGM�
�i1

�i2

M1

M2

�1 � �i1�1J�

�1 � �i2�2J�
� 1 (Eq. 8)

This can be further simplified by the following points. (a) As
� does not contribute toM� norM to ��, we can set �i1/�i2 �
1 and M1/M2 � 1. (b) There is also no contribution of � to
M�, and thus the change of M� should be caused by a varia-
tion in J and/or �. To change M� significantly, either J (in
ACM) or �J (in ARM or AGM) must be 		1. (c) To satisfy
Equations 6–8, � must be small enough to balance the var-
iation in J or �. Thus, even if � varies across ligands, this
variation would have negligible effects on model output (i.e.
�J �� 1 or ��J �� 1).

Hence, Equations 6–8 reduce to

�ACM�
�1 � �i1J1�

�1 � �i2J2�
� 1 (Eq. 9)

�ARM�
�1 � �i1�1J1�

�1 � �i2�2J2�
� 1 (Eq. 10)

�AGM�
�1 � �i1�1J�

�1 � �i2�2J�
� 1 (Eq. 11)

This final result underscores the symmetry and equivalence of
the three versions both in terms of algebraic manipulation and
predicted output. Also, the above rules provide guidance for a
mechanistic interpretation of the parameters. It is clear from
point b that J and/or � looks like the major free energy con-
straint that limits constitutive coupling in the system. Likewise,
the boundaries of the � values (see point c) indicate that all
receptor ligands regardless of their efficacy (�) must invariably
exert a strong negative cooperative effect against the state tran-
sition driven by J.
Parameter Space in the Presence of GDP—The presence of

guanine nucleotideN (which binds toGwith affinityL) does not
change the constraints for the parameters discussed above (M,
�, J,�, and �) but introduces an additional coupling constant, �.
This describes the cooperative interaction between the binding
of R and N to G (Fig. 8). Because we know that guanine nucle-
otides (bothGTP andGDP) disrupt the stability of theRG com-
plex (34), � must lead to a reduction in the effective affinity of
M�(i.e. � � 1). In themodel, however, both �J andM contribute
to the value ofM�. Thus, to reduceM�, the binding ofN could be
negatively coupled either to the state transition (S17 S2) or to
the intermolecular association R 7 G. We reasoned that the
correspondence of ligand IA between receptors would be pre-
served in the first case but not in the second. Based on the
effects of GDP shown in Fig. 7b, we chose the second option.
This means that GDP can change via cooperativity (�) the sta-
bility of the RG complex (just like H does via �) but cannot
directly alter the state transition of the system.
Simulations of Experimental Data—Simulations according

to the three model versions were made using a previously
described (35, 36) numerical algorithm. The parameters were
varied according to the rules discussed above and chosen to
best fit the experimental data. The difference in constitutive
coupling between DOP andMOPwas emulated by increasing J
in ACMor � in ARM and AGM. This is an arbitrary and incon-
sequent choice, as the values of J and � can be scaled recipro-
cally as long as Equations 9–11 are obeyed. For simplification,�
was kept constant across ligands in the shown simulations,
although we found that small random variations in � could
produce similar scatter in the relation of ligand IA between
receptors as measured experimentally (Fig. 1d). In summary,
the sole increase of � or J in DOP with no change of other
parameters can perfectly “fit” the observed phenomenology:
the apparent reversal of ligand IA between receptors, disrupted
by GDP (Fig. 7); and the uniform decrease of free energy cou-
pling values for ligand and GDPmeasured in the DOP receptor
(Fig. 6).
Relationship with Previous Models—The model presented

here is very similar or even mathematically identical (e.g. the
ARM version in Fig. 8) to previous extensions of the TCM (15,
17, 37). The major difference is the intrinsic state transition,
which goes in concert with ligand-induced perturbations in the
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extended (15) or cubic (17) ternary complex, but it is opposed
by ligands in this model. Consequently, the extended or cubic
ternary complex cannot explain the M� and �� covariance dis-
cussed here, nor can this model account for theK� and �� cova-
riance observed there. Rather than a contradiction, this indi-
cates that the change in function and change in energy state of
the system cannot be described with the same allosteric transi-
tion. Amore general theoretical framework to interpret the full
repertoire of allosteric receptor behavior is needed. BRET stud-
ies on constitutively activated receptor mutants are under way
in our laboratory andmay help us tomake a step forward in that
direction.
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